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INTRODUCTION 
First, it will be useLul to make clear the points to be considered 

in this pap6r. 

The remarkable development of the Japanese economy after the last 

quarter of the 19th century has been an interesting theme to the econ-

omist. Many economists have studied how the development of such 
industries as silk and cotton, machine manufacturing, and mining was 
possible, and how the transportation facilities like railways and ships and 

the financial institutions like banks and trust companies were introduced 

from foreign countries and developed in Japan. They have studied the 

role of the government which fostered these industries and also the 

favourable effects of foreign trade upon them. A great part of the 

development of the Japanese economy has been attributed by these 
economists to these industries and foreign trade as well as to the gov-

ernment's policies. 

Agriculture has also been analysed because the attention of the 

economists has been attracted to the fact that not only did it supply the 

food to support the nation but it supplied a large part of the labour 

force which was indispensable for the development of the economy 
and that the income yielded there was an important source of capital 

accumulation. 

However, only unsatisfactory analyses have been made on some 
other sectors of the economy, e.g., domestic industry and commerce. It 

is true that not a few economists have tried to study whether there 
were already any capitalist elements in the household manual manufactur-

ing industry, but ~re cannot find many analyses from other points of view. 

My standpoint in this paper is somewhat different from the con-

ventional ones. I will divide the Japanese industries at that time into 

the two categories : 1) the modem industries, represented by large-scale 
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enterprises and factories which were newly introduced from foreign 
countries, and 2) the traditional industries of Japanese origin. (This 

division and some of the conditions which shall be referred to later 

seem to apply to many of the developing countries of the present day.) 

The interrelationship between the two categories of industries is my 

greatest concern in this paper.l 

What I call the " traditional industries " are first characterized by 

the fact that both their techniques and products were almost free from 

foreign influences. Secondly, each establishment in those industries con-

sisted of only a few people, in many cases only of the members of a 

single household and sometimes the members of a household and a few 

employees. The category of traditional industries thus defined cover, 

more or less, part of agriculture, domestic industry, commerce, and other 

service industries. Although I mainly treat the secondary and tertiary 

industries in this paper, agriculture may be included in the "traditional" 

group . 

Of course I admit that the above definition of the traditional in-

dustries is rather vague. But any definition must inevitably remain in 

great measure a boundary area the precise classification of which is 

controversial. For example, there was no industry which was not at all 

affected by foreigu techniques. Even in agriculture, which seems to have 

been least affected, threshing machines were introduced and widely used. 

In the textile industry manual weaying tools were gradually replaced by 

more improved machines. After 1910 electric power was gradually 
introduced in many industries. But such changes alone are not enough 
for the industry to be called modernized. It cannOt be denied, of course, 

that with the improvement in the techniques some of the formerly 
family-scale workshops developed into " modern " Iarge-scale factories 

operated by many employees. As we shall see later, however, it is also 

true that what I call the traditional industries, including agriculture, 

were still playing an important role in the Japanese economy through 

the Meiji and Taisho eras. 

The frst theme for me in this paper is to try to find how, they 

could survive the eras in which the economy at large. developed and 

was modernized remarkably. The second theme is to generalize the 
structural mechanism of the Japanese traditional in,dustries so as to apply 

l In this connexion, see H, Rosovsky & Kazushi Ohkawa, "The Indigenous Components 

in the Modern Japanese Economy," Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
Vol. IX, No. 3 (Apr., 1961) p. 476. They define "Indigenous components" as "sectors or 

characteristics of the Japancse economy which are of 'native' origin" and try to evaluate 

the importance of such components in the Japanese economy in the 1950's. 
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it to the developing countries of the pres~nt days. And the third theme 

is to show and maintain the contention that the collapse of the mech-

anism of the survival of the traditional industries had much to do with 

the formation of the so-called "dual structure."2 

I. THE SCALE OE THE TRADITIONAL INDUSTRIES 

The structure of employment by the sector of industry around 
1872-1876 was 780/0 (15,340 thousand) in agriculture, 40/0 in manu-

facturing, 70/0 in commerce, 90/0 in miscellaneous, and 20/0 in em-

ploye_es.3 Most of those who belonged to "manufactunng " were crafts 

men, and " miscellane.ous " includes public servants, students, military 

men, scholars, and Shinto and Buddhist priests. This shows that the 

industrialization of the Japanese eco~romy was far behind that of some 

advanced western countries. In England, for example, " agriculture " 

was 360/0 and " mining and manufacturing " was 300/0 in 1801, and in 

France the agricultural population was 52 o/o of the total in 1866.4 

Japan was a typieally agricultural country in those days and judging 

from the population composition and other indices, the role of the agri-

culture in the Japanese economy was almost as important as it was in 

Russia.'5 

The agricultural nature of the Japanese economy can also be ex-

plained by the composition of products. A source of production statistics 

in Japan, Melji Shichi-nen Bussan-hyO ~~]~~:t;~~~~~~~~ (Production Statistics 

in 1874), shows that of the total production in 1874 rice was 38.50/0, 

wheat and fruits 3.30/0, stock-breeding 2.00/0, and other agricultural-

forestry-marine products 14.7 o/o , the aggregate products of the primary 

industry thus attaining 69.50/0 . Moreover, more than half of the mining 

and manufacturing products, which in all was 30.50/0 , were food and 

other daily necessities. For example, brewed or distilled beverages and 

2 See also Na.kamura Takafusa rP~t~~~:, " Kokunai Shije no Ha:tten to Nij"uk"ozo no 
Seiritsu ~IF~lTi~~~~)~~~: ~ :~~!i~;~~~~)J~~~~ (The Expansion of the Domestic Market and 

the Formation of the Dual Structure)," in Tamanoi Yoshir~ EE:~~;~F~~~~ & Uchida Tadao 

~~ FEI,~~*5~ eds., Nljako~zo no Bunseki :~~!1~~~~~t~f (Analysis qf the Dual Structure), 

Tokyo. T~y~keizai-shirnp~-sha, 1963. 

3 Estimated by Furushima Toshio I~'~~~~~~1; in his Sangyo-shi ~~~i~~~ (History of Indus-

tries), Vol. 111, Tokyo, Yanlakawa-shuppan-sha. 1966, pp. 72~73. 

+ P. Dean & W. A. Cale. British Economic Growth, 1688-1959, London, Cambridge 
University Press, 1963, p. 142. C. P. Kindleberger, Economic Growth in France and 

Britain, 1851-1950; Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1964, p. 229. 

5, For this comparison I owe much to discussion with my colleague Mr. Kumon Shum-
pei ;~L:z~;~~~~~~. 
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food like sake, soy, and miso (bean paste) was 8.80/0, textiles 2.90/0, silk 

yarn 1.70/0, and paper 1.40/0. Machinery including ships was only 1.30/0 

and metals and ores was 1.10/0.6 

This fact, however, should not be exaggerated. Although 780/0 of 

the total population was classified into " agriculture," it must be taken 

into account that many of these agricultural people had side-jobs in 

manufacturing and commerce. Studying the Kainokuni Ninbetsu Shirabe 
~p ~{~I~1)~~U~1 (Population Census in the Province of Kai) for 1879, Professor 

Umemura Mataji ~~;~;f~~~ says that in the Province of Kai Fp ~{~ (equiv-

alent to Yamanashi LLl~~.~f~'J Prefecture) 330/0 of the agricultural population, 

370/0 of those engaged in mining, manufacturing, and traf~c industries, 

and 100/0 of those in other service had side-jobs of some kind or other. 

He says also that the ratio of population indicates 100 to 107 in com-

parison with their size between the regular and the irregular employee 

in such industries as mining, manufacturing, and traflic and it is 100 to 

100 in service industries.7 

It may of course be misleading to generalize these data to apply to 

the Japanese economy at large. For manufacturing and commerce in 
rural areas of Yamanashi Prefecture are very likely to have been more 

developed than the average, because it was one of the most important 

silk-producing preLectures at that time. At least, however, the above 

data suggest that market economy was already pretty well developed in 

Japan, with considerably many people engaged in domestic manufacturing 

and commerce either as their main jobs or side-jobs. 

As for the ratio of the domestic consumption and the sales in the 

market of the agricultural products, Professor Yamaguchi Kazuo LLf E~1 ~D~~ 

estimates that 25 to 300/0 of the total disposable products of the farmers, 

i.e., the total yields minus the rent paid in kind, was sold in the market.8 

Considering that a higher percentage of the rent received in kind was 

marketed, we may well assume that almost 400/0 of the total agricultural 

products was traded in the market. Needless to say the products of 
the mining and manufacturing industries were largely sold in the market. 

Thus the high ratio of the agricultural population to the total does not 

necessarily mean that the Japanese economy was autarkical. 

6 Furushima Toshio, p. 74. 
. UmeJnura Mataji ~~~r)~~~, "Rdd~shij~ KGze to N~gye-Meiji-nenkan wo Chtishin-ni 

~iTi~~~~~~';;~~~~ ~ ~;~i~-R~~~~~F~~~ ~: ~p,'L,}c (The Structure of Labour Market and the Agri-

culture-in the Meiji Era)," in R5dd To~ei Shiry~ ~:~~~1~~~'-'~--+~~~}. (mimeograph) 

8 Yamaguchi Kazuo LV ~:1 ~D~~~, Metji Zenki Keizai no Bunseki ~j)~ ~~~:~1~~~;q)~r~? 

(Analysis of the Economy in the Early Meiji Era), enlarged edition, Tokyo, Tokyo-

daigaku-shuppan-kai, 1963, p. 59. 
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　　　　The　Japanese　society　experienced　a　rapid　urbanization　after　the

Meiji　era．h　England，France，Germany，and　Russia　the　agricultural　popu－

1ation　conゼinued　to　increase　for　some　time＆fter　the　period　of　the‘‘lndustrial

Revolution．”　But　in　Japan　the　agricultural　population　did　not血crease

either　comparatively　or　absolutely．The　decomposition　of　the　peas鼠ntry

and　their　engaging　in　many　sorts　of　side－job　means，on　the　other　hand，

that　agriculture　had　no　more　room　to　employ　people．The　agricu1－

tural　population　was　dissolved　and　more　of　them　were　engaged　in

various　side－jobs．Some　of　those　who　were　completely　shut　out　from

agriculture　had　to　run　a　small　bus圭ness　of　their　own2and　s丘11　0thers

had　to　go　to　towns　to　be　employed　in　factories　mainly　of　modem　in・

dustries。

　　　　Table　l　shows　the　l　chImge　in　the　ratio　of　the　people　engaged　in

di鉦6rent　industries　after　the　Meiji　era．Firstly，we　note　that　the　agricul・

tural　population　had　a　long・run　tendency　of　a　slight　decline　although　it

was　almost　negligible．Secondly，the　number　of　the　people　who　had　an

occupation　increased　at　a　rate　of4to5％in　every　five　years，Although

this　rate　of　increase　is　rather　low　compared　with　that　of　the　newly

developing　countries，yet　the　total　labour　population　increased　by　twelve

millionin　about丘fty一丘ve　years　from　1880to　the1930’s．　Thirdly，

the　increment　of　the　population　was　emplQyed　in　the　secondary　and

the　tertiary　industries，but　more　in　the　Iatter　than　in　the　former．It　is

interesting　to　note　that　in　spite　of　the　rapid　industrialization　of　the

economy　the　tertiary　industry　was　more　important　than　the　secondary・

as　far　as　the　population　newly　absorbed　is　concemed。

　　　　Now　we　may　tum　our　attention　to　the　so－called　modem　industries。

Included　i血them　are　the　public　servants　of　the　central　and　local　govem－

ments，employees　at　factories　having丘▽e　or　more　employees　each，employ・

ees　of　mining　companies，and　seamen，M6st　of　these　industries　came　into

existence　during　the　Meiji　era．Those　sections　where　techniques　of

production　and　method　of　management　were　introduced　from　overseas

had　more　or　less　the　capitalistic　type　of　employment，Of　course　there

were　some　other“modem”industries　like丘nancial　institutions　and　com、

mercial　companies，and　it　cannot　be　denied　that　the　mining　and　mam．

fac搬ring　indus廿ies　still　resorted　to　traditional　techniques　of　production

and　management．However，such　de丘nition　of　the　modem　industries　as

enumerated　above　was　necessary　because　comparatively　reliable　data　are

available　on　them　and　for　the　moment　it　is　enough　for　us　to　know　the

apProximate　condition　o蚕them・

　　　　Table　l　also　shows　that　the　employment　in　the　modem　industries
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increased at a very high rate of about 300/0 in every five years from 

about 1890 to 1920. But such employment was only 130/0 of the total 

employment around 1920 and less than 300/0 of the employment in 
the secondary and tertiary industries. As a matter of fact, therefore, 

the employn}ent in the modern industries was not so large as might be 

supposed to have been from the rapid industrialization of the Japanes~ 

economy at that time. 

For about fifteen years after 1920, the rate of increase in the em-

ployment in the modern industries kept becoming smaller and the ratio 

of such employment to the total empldyment and to that of the secondary 

and tertiary industries remained almost constant, or slightly declined. 

As far ' as we can iudge from the structure of employment, it is evident 

that the modernization of the economy was retarded around that time. 

And this retardation is one of the grounds on which some economists 

argue that the so-called " dual structure " of the economy was formed 

after the First World War. 

No~v we can proceed to the employment in the traditional industries. 

Here we regard the difference between the total employment in the 

secondary and tertiary industries and the employment in the modem 
industries as employment in the traditional industries. Then an inter-

esting characteristic is seen in its movement. Although it continued 

to increase throughout the period under our analysis, the rate of its 

increase became low between the Russo-Japanese War and the First 
World War and again became high after the World War. After all its 

ratio to the total employment increased from 240/0 in 1888-1892 to a 

little more than 380/0 in 1933-1937_ Thus the employment in the 
traditional industries shows an inverse movement to that of the modern 

industries. 

There are two reasons why these domes.tic manufacturing, commerce, 

and service industries could continue to expand along with the develop-, 

ment of capitalism. One of the reasons is attributable to the fact that 

the modern industries did not develop in such a way -as to employ much 

labour: And the other is that there were several conditions which were 

favourable to, the development of the traditional industries. These two 

reasons will be studied in the following pages. 

II. WHAT THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE JAPANESE 
ECONOMY MEANS 

After Japan opened her door to foreign countries by their pressure 
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of power in 1856, many foreign economic systems, industries, and 
techniques were introduced. Some of them were adopted as they were, 

and some others had to - be changed so as to suit the conditions of the 

Japanese economy. There were also some of which adoption was finally 

given up. 

The shogunate and some feudal lords in southwestern Japan eager-

ly began to try to import new industries, above all, weapon man-
ufacturing. The Meiji government was also eager to learn from for-

eign countries. Among the economic systems introduced, the impor-
tant ones were monetary unification (of which completion took almost 

twenty years) and banking, corporative; and exchange systems. As 
for new industries, irpn and steel production, weapon manufacturing, 

and shipbuilding were begun mainly at military arsenals. The Ministry 

of Industry began mining, glass, cement, white bricks, and woollen textiles 

mainly to satisfy the official demand. The Ministry also set up several 

model plants for cotton spinning and silk manufacturing. (Some of the 

factories thus built by the Ministry were sold off to private enterprises 

later.) It also took an initiative to build up railways, telephones, and 

telegraphs. In the private sector of the economy, banks, railways, 
marine transportation, cotton spinning, silk manufacturing, fabrics, and 

paper either newly started or operated on a larger scale than ever. 

Some of these modern industries developed very rapidly while others 

did not. They can be classified into three groups according to the tempo 

of their development. The group which developed most rapidly includes 

financial institutions and trafflc and communication facilities. The second 

group includes light industry; Iike fabrics, and also mining, Iike coal. 

And the last group includes the heavy industry, Iike steel production, 

machine manufacturing, and chemicals. 

Figure I shows how the capacity and the paid-in capital of some 
industries increased after the last quarter of the 19th century. We note 

the following characteristics in the frst half of the Figure. 

1877 : The first peak of marine transporation. This was probably 
due to the Saig~ Rebellion (Seinan Senso ~~f~f~~~~). 

1877 : The first peak of the establishment of banks. The establish-

ment of the national banks was almost completed. 

1892 : The first peak of railway construction. Some of the impor-

tant lines were of private railways which developed very 
rapidly. 

l 897-98 : The second peak of marine transportation and railway 

construction. This was the boom period following the Sino-
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Figロre1．DEVELOPMENT　OF　INDUSTRIES
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Japanese War. 
1898-99 : The turning-point of the increase in the number of spindles. 

Silk production became stagnant also during this period. 

Thus we can say that the development of Japanese industries began at 

first in the social capital sector, such as railways and marine transportation, 

and the banking system, where construction was achieved in the 1880's. 

Those which followed were light industry, Iike cotton spinning and silk 

manufacturing, whose development reached first maturity around 1900. 

Heavy industry, Iike steel production and machine manufacturing, was 

the last to develop. 

It was not until the end of the 19th century that heavy industry 

set out on its development. For example, the Yawata lron Works (which 

was established in 1896 as a government enterprise) began operation 

in 1901. The Law for the Encouragement of Shipbuilding was passed 
in 1896 and by these two acts the building of large ships and starting of 

new steamship lines were subsidized by the government. There are 
several reasons why the development of the heavy industry was delayed. 

It was, for example, due to the narrowness of the market for its pro-

ducts, the absence of customs autonomy (which Japan acqtiired in 1911) 

and the consequently weak competitive power against foreign rivals, 
and also to the fact that much of the capital already accumulated flowed 

into light industry where a larger profit was expected. In the present 

paper, however, I shall abstain Lrom discussing it any more because for 

the moment it is not my main interest. 

The comparatively small employment in the modern industries 
mentioned above is partly attributable to the technological level in 

Japan in those days. As is often pointed out,9 when underdeveloped 
countries try to import a new industry from abroad, they are not, unlike 

an already developed country, in a position to compare the relative prices 

of labour and capital goods and to choose the optimum combination. 

They would be able to do so if they had techniques which they had 
developed by themselves. But because they usually do not have their 

own techniques, they have no other alternative but to import the most 

advanced foreign techniques which require a definite proportion of labour 

and capital goods and are in many cases labour-saving and capital-inten-

See, for example, Tsujimura Kotar~ =~h~f~C;~~~, " Koyokdzd to Rdd~ Bumpai-ritsu 

;~;~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~J~t~E~{~ (The Structure of Employment and the Distribution of Income to 

Labour)," in Komiya Ryntard /J~-~ ~~;~~~ ed.. Sengo Nihon no Keizai Seicho ~:~"~~ ~ ~; 

e),~~~;~:d~: (Postwar Economic Growth in Japan) Tokyo, Iwanami-shoten, 1964. (English 

version of this book was published by the University of California Press, 1966.) He 

owes this idea to Professor A. Gerschenkron. 
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　　　　　　　　　　　　Table1．

A・Population（in　thousand）
LABOUR　FORCE　BY　INDUSTRY

Prim肛ySec・ndayTerti紅yT。tal
Industry　Industry　Industry

1878－1882

1883－1887

1888－1892

1893－1897

1898－1902

1903－1907

1908－1912

1913－1917

1918－1922

1923－1927

1928－1932

1933－1937

15，124

14，975

14，835

14，771

14，811

14，722

14，696

。14，663

14，686

14少706

14，902

14，579

1，104

1，554

2，013

27468

2，934

3，378

3，877

4β45
4，651

4ン859

4，918

5，999

2，363

2，856

3，373

3，919

4，507

5，182

5，805

6，467

7，587

8，797

9，578

10，111

18，591

19，385

20，221

21，158

22，252

23，282

24，378

25，475

26，924

28，362

29ン198

30，689

B．　Percentage　Composition

1878－1882

1883－1887

1888－1892

1893－1897

1898－1902

1903－1907

1908－1912

1913－1917

1918－1922

1923－1927

1928－1932

1933－1937

81．4

77．3

73．4

69．8

66。6

63，2

60．3

57，6

54．5

51．8

50．1

47．5

5．9

8．0

10．0

11．7

13．2

14．5

15．9

17。1

17．3

17．1

16．8

19．5

12．7

14．7

16．7

18．5

20．3

22。3

23，8

25．3

28．2

31．0

32．8

32、9

100
100
100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100
100

100

Sec。ndayOfwhich　Ofwhich
＆Terti訂y　M。dem　Traditi・n証
Industries　Industri㏄Industri㏄
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（望鐙モ器互1’）

3，467

4，410

5，386

6β87
7，441

8，560

9，682

10，812

127238

13，656

14，496

16，110

　550
　749
1，023

1，497

1，953

2，493

3，440

3，729

3，820

4，285

4，836

5，638

6，418

7，063

7，729

8，319

8，798

9，927

10，676

11，825

2．7

3。5

4．6

6。4

8、0，

9．8

12．8

13。1

13．1

14．2

24．0

26．7

28．9

30．4

31。7

32．6

32．7

35．0

36．5

38．2

C、　Percentage　Increase　over　the　Previous　Period

1878－1882

1883－1887

1888－1892

1893－1897

1898【1902

1903－1907

1908－1912

1913－1917

1918－1922

1923－1927

1928－1932

1933－1937

△1．0

ム0．9

△0．4

0，3

ム0．6

△0．2

△0．2

0．2

1．3

△0，0

△0、8

40，8

29．5

22。6

18．9

15．1

14．8

12．1
7．0

4．5

1．2

22．0

20．9

18．1

16．2

15．0

15．0

12．0

11．4

17．3

15．9
8．9

5．6

4．3

4．3

4．6

5．1

4．6

4．7

4，5

5。7

5．3

2．9

5．1

36．2

36．6

46．3

30．5

27．6

35．0
8．4

2。4

12．2

16．6

13．8

10．0
9．4

7．6

5，8

12．8

7．5

10．8

Notes＝

Sources；

1．Employment　in　the　modem　industries　includes　pub豆ic　servants，employees
　at　factories　having　five　or　more　workers，employees　of　mining，and　seamen．

2．As　above　su㎜訂ized，there　are　many　probl㎝s　connected　with　the
　rates　of　total　population　increase．　The　reader　is　asked　to　regard　these　as
　being　Provisionαl　estimates，

For　Primary　Industτy：Minami　Ry6shin南亮進，“Noringy6Shogy6sha　Po　Ichi
Suikei農林業就業者の一推計（An　Estimate　o｛Emp玉oyment　in　Agriculture　and
Forestry），”K8∫辮∫K8π々yπ輕濟研究，VoL17，No，3（1966）．
For　Secondaτy　an（1Tertiary　Industries：Kazushi　Ohkawa，Thθσro脚渉h　R磁6
げ」卿鰯8E‘・πo瑚S痂‘818Z8，T・kyo，Kinokmiya，1957・
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sive. Therefore, when a d. evel-

opin'g country in_tends the 
modernization of its economy 
with such a labour-saving type 

of technique, it is natural that 

there should not be much 
demand for labour, if the 
absolute amount 0~ capital 
invested is small. 

Now we shall apply this 
argtlment to some actual cases 

in Japan to learn how much 
labour was employed. Figure 
2 sh. ows t. he relation betw. een 

the. Iabour e. mploy.ed and the 

am.ount of the fixed capital in 

three industries. As the_ y were 

rather capita. l.intensive, we. 

shall take up as an example_ 
the cotton spinning ind. ustry, 

which seems_ to have bee. n the 

least capital.int.ensive of the 

three. In this industry t. here 

was a clo_ se relationship be-

twe_ en the num_ bers of em-
ployees and spindles, with their 

ra. tio remaining almost. constant 

over a long period (Curve A) 
an. d it is also int. eresting that 

the productiv;ity of labour did 

not rise very much after around 

1900 ,(Curve B). Since the cost 

of equipment per spi_ ndle was 

about 20-25 yen in the 1890's, 

and assuming that each em-
plo_ yee operated 20 spindle. s, the 

flxed capital per head was 400-

500 yen or in the 1935 price 

l,500-2,000 yen. The cost of 

equipment of the industry was 
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Figure 2. CAPITAL-INTENSIVENESS 
OF SOME INDUSTRIES 

Cotton Spinning Industry 
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For Cotton Spinning Industry : Dai 
Nihon B6seki Rengo~kai Shiry6;~ ~ ~; 

~~~~~~~A~I ~~~~~} (R~port of Japancse 

Cotton Spinners' League). 

For Japan National Railways and 
Electric Power : Minami Ry~shin ~f 
~~~~~, Tetsudo~ to Denryoku ~~~~~: ~ ~;~7 

(Railways and Electricity). Long-Term 

Economic Statistics No. 8, Tokyo, 
TOyokeizai-shimpo~-sha, 1965, p. 209. 
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very high L0r the per capita G.N.P. in those days. It may well be said 

that the spinning industry was very labour-saving already in the middle 

0L the Meiji era. Railways and electricity were naturally more labour-

saving and unlike the spinning industry their labour-saving nature 

became more and more remarkable in later years. , 
Supposing that many of the modern industries were mostly labour-

saving like the above three industries, it is quite natural that they did not 

employ so much labour. And this fact suggests that more labour than 

otherwise might have had to be employed in the traditional industries. 

Next we shall turn our attention to how much investment was 
made in different industries. Reliable and accurate statistical data are 

not abundant but for the moment we shall be satisfied with the numbers 

of corporate enterprises and the paid-in capital in each industry. 

We learned already that among the modern industries the financial 

industry and the railways were the first to develop in the early Meiji 

era. Table 2 shows that in 1894 the paid-in capital in the corporations 

belonging to these two and the marine transportation which constituted an 

important part of the social capital amounted to about 70 o/o of the total 

capital invested. It is also shown that cotton spinning, paper (mainly 

produced for newsprint), and pottery (like cement) were important among 

manufacturing industry. As for foodstuffs, investment in such newly intro-

duced types of production as beer, sugar, and wheat flour was dominant, 

amounting to two-thirds of the total paid-in capital in food manufactur-

ing. Although the small flgures in the lines of chemicals, ceramics, and 

machinery represent backwardness, the weight of shipbuilding, which 

was stimulated by the government, was comparatively large. Another 

industry in which comparatively much investment was made was the 
mining represented by coal and copper. 

The following scheme can be built from what we have seen above. 

The modern industries at the early stage of the capitalism of the 

Japanese economy mainly consisted of new industries introduced from 
foreign countries. And the first group 0L them developed in the field 

of social capital, i. e., financial institutions and transportation. Those 

which followed them were the industries of producers' goods such as 

coal, copper, cotton yarn, and cement as well as of investment goods 

like ships. In the sector of the consumption goods, few modern indus-

tries developed except those L0r some kinds of food. 

The rightness of the above judgment in respect to consumption 
goods is proved t6 some extent by Table 3. It shows what percentage 
of the aggregate output of several consumption goods in 1909 was prod-
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Fortu箪ately　some　amount　of　capital　had　already　been　accumulated　a嫌Qng

the　public，There　was　a　market　to　consume　their　products　or　aロew

market　was　cultivated6圭ther　in　Japan　or　in　foreign　countries．　The

income　yielded　in・the　modem　industries　increased　the　demand　for　the

products　of　the　traditional　industrles，which　in　tum　demαnded　the　pro・

ducers’goods「produced　by　the　others。

　　　　All　these　conditions　account　for　the．rapid　modernization　of　the

Japanese　economy　although　there玉vere　several　handicaps　of　course。For

ex＆mple，due　to　the　unequal　customs　treaties　signed　with　foreign　countries

it　had　long　been　impossible　to　protect　the　infant　industries。Besides，

there　was　little　foreign　capita1㎞How．　Although　the　governmental

investment　in　social　capital　kept　increasing，the　rate　of　increase　began

to　decline　in　contrast　with　the　increase　in　military　expenditure，especiaIly

紋round1900，and　formation　of　social　capital　was　much　retarded．

　　　　In　spite　o｛these　special　circumstances，the　process　of　the　develop－

ment　of　the　Japanese　economy　seems　to　suggest　something　useful　to　the

developing　countries．That　is，if　one　of　the　most　important　conditions

for　such　development　was　the　parallel　development　of　the　modem　light

industry　an（i　the　tr耳ditional　industries　following　the　investment　in　social

capital，the　developing　countrie串　of　the　present　day　must　also　have

their　own“silk　yam，cotton　spinning，and　matches．”　They　must　also

丘nd　enough　market　not　only　in　their　own　country　but　in　fo¢eign

countries，even　if　they　can至mport　the　capital　for　development，The

process　of　the　development　of℃apitalism　of　the　Tsarist　Russian　eco－

nomy，for　ex段mple，seems　to　have　much　in　common　with　that　of　the

Japanese　economy，a1伽ough　I　cannot　afford　to　shldy　it　in　the　present

papeL

2，　Fo7郷αあoπげ≠h6D麗αZ　S孟プ銘6哲z6プε

　　　　We　saw　in　Table　l　that　in　the　early1920’s　the rateof　the　increase

in　the　development　of　theエnodem　industries　suddenly　began　to　decline

and　the　employment　in　the　traditional　industries　began　to　increase　again，

At　that　time　most　European　countries　were　suffering　from　a　serious　unem．、

ployment　problem。But　it　was　not　seemingly　conspicuous　in　Japan，for

the　excess　labour　was　somehow　employed　in　the　traditional　industries。

However，the　circumstances　were　not　so　favourable　for　their　continued

development　as　before，which　we　shal　see　below。But　they　had　to

absorb　the　people　who　flowed　out　from　the　rural　districts　but　were　not

employed　in　the　modem　industries，which　lowered　their　ability　to
αbsorb　tke　labour．
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There were several conditions which prevented the traditional in-

dustries from developing. One of them was their technical changes of 

production. Some of the traditional industries adopted electric motors 

as the source of power, and others were equipped with somewhat larger 

machines like the iron power-100m. Now small-scale manual production 

could not compete with the production at factories equipped with such 

improved techniques and larger amount of funds. The traditional 
industries now began to dissolve, some surviving and others dropping 

out. Those who lost jobs had to find somewhere to earn their life. 

But the modern industries had not much room for new employment 
and agriculture already had excessive labour. Thus, many of them were 

compelled to work in the traditional industries, mostly in the petty 

retail trade and other services. The sediments at the lower part of the 

traditional industries gradually piled up. 

Second, the old pattern of consumption gradually began to change 

from the boom-years of the First World War. The taste for the con-

sumption goods of western Qrigin became popular, above all in the 
cities. Besides, there was a, n evident tendency for the population to 

flow into the cities and the nunrber of salaried men also increased. In 

response to the structural. change in the market the modern industries 

began to produce some of the consumption goods which until then had 

been produced by the traditional industries. The tempo of the expansion 

of the market for them declined as they were compelled to compete 
with the modern industries. 

What was worse, there was a tendency of industrial monopolization 

in the hard times following the post-war boom. Above all, as a conse-

quence of the amalgamation and centralization of banks, finance to the 

traditional industries was severely tightened. Moreover, this was a 

worldwide depression period and the prices of their products fell 
~reci pitously. 

There were too many unfavourable conditions both inside and out-

side of the traditional industries. But they persistently remained in the 

economy and instead they expanded in the number of their constituent 

units if not in their scale. Their relative income declined. The income 

and wage differentials between the modern and the traditional industries 

became large. 

It was at this time after the First World War that the dual structure 

was formed, which we shall define as the mechanism by which both the 

large-scale enterprises and the medium and small-scale enterprises co-exist 

in spite of the wide differential in their respective incomes. 




